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Physics 263: 1094 Session 4

Directions: Step through this sheet and write down answers to the questions/problems in italics
as you go. Hand it in at the end of the period for credit.

I. Brief Practice Setting Up Integrals (10 minutes)

On the “Chapters 3/4/5 Practice Problems” sheet are a variety of exercises for practice on some
of the basics from those chapters that are important for you to know. Please try them out on your
own (solutions will be posted on the 263 webpage). Just do the following one and move on.

Set up (but don’t evaluate) the integrals in spherical coordinates for the mass and moment of inertia
about the symmetry axis of a hemisphere whose density varies as ρ(x) = ρ0(1 − r

R sin2 φ).

II. Numerical Integration and Round-Off Error (15 minutes)

Find integ test.m, integ naive.m and test integrand1.m in the directory listing and bring
them up in the “Editor”. The “Numerical Integration Background I” handout has a brief description
of numerical integration. Look at the program listings and try to figure out how they work. What
is the integrand (i.e., what function is it)? Change the maximum number of subintervals from 200
to 1000. What command did you change?

Run integ test.m and look at the plot produced. This plot is of the error made in evaluating the
integral of the test function with the crudest possible integration method. What is the slope of the
line? What does that imply for how the error scales with Delta x?

Modify integ naive.m to calculate the approximate integral using the trapezoid rule according to
the handout. [Hint: change the weights(N+1) line and add a line to set weights(1).] How do
the slopes of the error for the naive and trapezoid methods compare? What is your interpretation?
[Bonus: Modify integ test.m so that both curves plot on the same graph.]
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III. Exploring the Convergence of Series (20 minutes)

As described in BTM Chapter 4, a series expansion of f(x) of the form

f(x) =
∞∑

n=0

anxn

will converge absolutely for values of x such that

|x| < R = lim
n→∞

∣∣∣∣ an

an+1

∣∣∣∣ .

R is called the “radius of convergence” of the series. For example, f(x) = 1/(1−x) = 1+x+x2+· · ·,
so that an = 1 for all n, which implies a radius of convegence of R = 1, or −1 < x < 1.

Calculate R for the Taylor expansion about x = 0 of 1/(x + 2). Calculate R for e−2x.

Now let’s test these results “experimentally” using MATLAB. Download test convergence.m from
the 263 webpage to your 263 directory. This short program has lots of comments and is described
further in the “MATLAB Cheatsheet IV” handout (take a quick look at that).
What series is being tested originally? (I.e., what is an?) What is the corresponding function?

Run the program with various values of x and look at the graphs in each case. Include the values
x = 0.99 and x = 1.01. Describe a procedure to identify (approximately) the radius of convergence.
What is R in the present case? When the series converges, is the answer correct?

How do we use the ratio test for f(x) = 1/(1 + x2), which depends on x2? Modify the program to
find the answer first. What do you find? Explain how to get the same answer from the ratio test.

BONUS: Use the program to find R for the first series in next week’s problem set:
∑∞

1 x2n/(2nn2).
[Note: You will probably need to change N .]

BONUS: Modify the program and apply your procedure to find R for the two test cases earlier,
f(x) = e−2x and f(x) = 1/(x + 2); what are the results? [Note: n! is factorial(n) in MATLAB.]
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